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AND 
JOSEPH P. NOONAN 
Missile Systems Division, Raytheon Company, Bedford, Massachusetts 01730 
A general theory of prior probability models is presented, valid for both 
discrete and continuous random variables, even when the prior information 
about them has been obtained with errors. An example is included as an 
illustration. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The problem of assigning prior probability mass and density functions 
to random variables, is of fundamental importance in all fields of science 
and engineering. The problem has been around since the time of Laplace, 
who first formulated the well-known principle of "insufficient reason" 
which assigns equal probabilities to a discrete random variable, when only 
its range is known a priori. Even if Laplace's principle is accepted, it is only 
one case of prior assignments. More often than not, something more is 
known about the random variable (mean, variance, median, etc.), or the 
random variable may be of the continuous type. It is this general problem 
of assigning a prior to any type of random variable, in the presence of some 
prior information, that will be of concern in this paper. 
The first important contribution to this problem is due to Jaynes (1963, 
1968) who suggested that assignments of priors should be such that they 
maximize the informational entropy of the random variable, subject to 
constraints reflecting the known prior information. This principle, called 
the maximum entropy principle (MEP), seems to be the answer to the 
problem, when the random variable is discrete, but it is not well accepted 
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in the continuous case even by Jaynes (1968). Good (1963) advocates the use 
of MEP even for the continuous case, only because there is nothing else to 
be done. He cautions, however, that the prior thus obtained may only be 
used skeptically as a null hypothesis. Jaynes (1968) has attempted a completely 
different approach for the continuous random variable case, without the use 
of information theory concepts. This approach, called the "group of trans- 
formations method," often leads, however, to prior probability density 
functions (pdf's) which are not integrable. 
In this paper, a new principle is formulated for the problem of all priors 
(discrete or continuous) using the informational theory concept of mutual 
information with a fidelity criterion. This principle will be called the mutual 
information principle (MIP). In the continuous random variable (rv) case, 
the MIP possesses the informational theory interpretation which the MEP 
lacked, and is free of the criticisms usually voiced against he MEP (lack of 
invariance under linear transformations, negativeness, unboundedness). In 
the discrete random variable case, it reduces to the MEP when the prior 
information is obtained by errorless observations. However, it can treat 
the general case of errors as well, thus expanding the scope of problems 
which can be handled, even in the discrete case. 
2. THE MUTUAL INFORMATION PRINCIPLE 
Let us consider the task of assigning a prior pdf w(x) to a continuous 
random variable X. It will be assumed that something is known about X 
a priori, as, for example, its mean or other averages of functions of X. It is 
further assumed that this information about X has been obtained by 
measurements on X. 
The first important point in this theory is that since this prior knowledge 
about X has been obtained by observations on X, it cannot really be about X
itself, but another andom variable Y, the observed one. Underlying this 
reasoning is the concept that a continuous random variable cannot be 
observed without error, a concept related to the uncertainty principle in 
physics. Thus, we only know about X through Y. 
The next point to be made here is that Y is a discrete random variable. 
The essence of this argument is that observed information is quantal in 
nature, as has been argued by Maekey (1950) as far back as 1950. The rv Y 
cannot be continuous, for in that case it could not be observed either. 
The third point is that X and Y are related to each other by some functional 
relationship. In most cases, Y is a discrete version of X, its range being 
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determined by the accuracy of the instrument used to measure its values. 
At any rate, it is assumed here that X and Y are related by some error 
function known a priori, as, for example, E(I x - -y  I ~} ~< ¢, which reflects 
the average rror of the instrument used to measure X. Here E{ } denotes 
the mathematical expectation and e is a positive number. The range of Y 
will usually be the middle points of a partition of the range of X, the 
partition being dictated by the accuracy of the measuring device. Of course, 
the case may be much more general. Nevertheless, the assumption here is 
that X and Y are related by a known functional relationship as mentioned 
above. 
We now present the principle which is suggested as a procedure for 
assigning a prior on X. This principle is the MIP mentioned already. 
First, a prior pmf q(y~) for Y is obtained using the MEP approach, which 
is acceptable for discrete random variables (and a subcase of IVIIP as will be 
shown below). The MEP technique is used in conjunction with the prior 
information known about Y. 
Then, the prior conditional pdf's p(x/yk) are found, which minimize the 
mutual information functional between X and Y, i.e., 
I(X : Y) = f ~ ~ q(Yk) p(x/y~) in P(x/yk) d (1) 
subject to the constraints 
f p(x/y~) dx = 1 for all k (2) 
and to an average-error constraint 
E(d(X: Y)) <~ 
(E{ } denotes expectation), where 
(3) 
w(x) = ~ q(y~) p(x/yi) (4) 
i 
and where, the function d(x; y) is some error function such as I x -- Yk ] or 
[ x - -  y~ 1 ~, etc., usually determined by the nature of the instrument used to 
obtain the prior information. 
Finally, the prior for X, w(x) is obtained by p(x/yk), q(y~) and the simple 
probability formula, Eq. (4). 
Consider now the MIP principle in the discrete random variable case, 
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i.e., when X is discrete. If  the prior information is obtained by observing X
(i.e., no error, a situation possible if X is discrete), then the mutual 
information becomes the self-information (Entropy) of X. Thus, the MEP 
approach is a subcase of the MIP approach. Furthermore, the MIP approach 
can be applied to problems which the MEP approach would be powerless 
to solve. It can be applied, to finding the prior of a discrete rv X, when one 
has prior information not about X, but about another discrete rv Y, related 
to X by a known error criterion. 
It should be noted that before the MIP approach is applied to the 
continuous random variable case (or the discrete case with error) the MEP 
approach is used on Y. This, however, is easily explained. Actually, it is the 
MIP approach that is applied on Y since it is Y which is being observed, 
and about which prior information is obtained, and since the MIP approach 
reduces to the MEP in this case. Thus, it becomes clear that in the continuous 
rv case (or discrete with error) one uses the MIP principle twice. First it is 
used on the Y (in the MEP version) and then again in finding w(X) taking 
into account he error function which relates X with Y. 
We now present a discussion of the meaning of the MIP prior assignments. 
In reality, all that the MIP does is to put into the proper mathematical 
framework the idea of the MEP. As such, arguments for its acceptance, 
proceed in the same manner as those given by Jaynes (1968) for the MEP. 
In the first place, there is something intuitively pleasing about assigning 
a prior to X, so that the mutual information between X and the observed Y
is minimized. Since mutual information is interpreted as average information 
that Y gives about X, then an assignment which minimizes it is reasonable, 
although probably pessimistic. At the same time, mutual information has 
all the properties that seem reasonable for prior assignments hat entropy 
has in the discrete case, but fails to have in the continuous case. Mutual 
information is invariant under linear transformations of the random variables, 
and it is also convex U and thus possesses the desired minimum. Of course, 
there is no real reason why one must use this principle, if one decides not 
to accept it. But it does represent a possible way to assign priors, especially 
in the case when not enough data is available for plotting a histogram. 
The prior information eeded to use the MIP may be very scant, for example, 
enough data to have a good estimate of the mean. 
Mention should also be made of the relationship of the MIP formulation 
of priors to the typical problem in statistical Bayesian inference. In Bayesian 
inference, it is typically assumed that w(x) is known, save perhaps for a 
parameter (s) like the mean. Then, p(y/x) is also known in the Bayesian 
formulation. In the MIP formulation it is assumed that both are unknown. 
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I f  w(x) is known, there is no need for MIP. However, the MIP could be used 
in Bayesian inference, when one must assign the prior pdf on the unknown 
parameter that w(x) depends on, if it is possible to observe a corrupted 
form of it. If, on the other hand, p(y/x) is known but not w(x), a variation 
of the MIP proposed by Keshyap (1971) would be most appropriate. 
The MIP is not to be considered as a revival of classical probability. 
The authors are not attempting here to define probability, they accept fully 
the axiomatic approach. The problem addressed here is a preprobability one, 
a problem of identifying which model to use. Axiomatic probability theory 
is reflected in the formulation in terms of constraints (2) and the additional 
constraints p(x/y~) ~ 0 for all k, which are incorporated later in the solution 
of the variational problem. Even though the MIP is more general, it suffices 
to say that it can be used in any problem where histograms are presently 
used, but where not enough data exists to use them. 
One may wonder how good the MIP assignment is, i.e., how close it is to 
the actual pdf of X. Further work needs to be done on this, of course, but it 
is clear that the w(x) assigned by the MIP does not pretend to be close to the 
actual pdf. It is the one (out of a class whose members all have the same 
averages given a priori) which minimizes the mutual information functional. 
Of course, as more and more information is obtained about X, w(x) does 
converge to the actual pdf. However, the authors believe that the MIP's 
usefulness i before that point is reached, when no other method is available 
for a prior assignment. 
It should be noted that the MIP can be extended to n-dimensional random 
variables and stochastic processes. In fact, it is valid even if Y is continuous 
as well, and its prior pdf can be assigned by some other technique (physical 
reasoning, for example). 
Returning now to the variational problem, Lagrangian multipliers are 
introduced for the constraints, and the problem reduces to minimizing 
R(p,p,F) = f~ ~ q(y~)p(x/y~) [in p(x/yk) in fe ] dx, l w(x) +pd(x'Yk)-- q(yk) l (5) 
where p is the Lagrangian multiplier for constraint; Eq. (3) and the 
Langrangian multipliers for the constraints, Eq. (2), have been denoted 
by --q(y~) ln[fk/q(yk)] for convenience. 
It is obvious by now that the above formulation is mathematically similar 
to the formulation of rate distortion theory. The difference is only in concept. 
In rate distortion theory, one is usually interested in the actual minimum 
of the mutual information and not w(x), as is the case here. The solution 
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of the variational problem is, of course, the same. Thus we may use directly 
the results of this theory in seeking a solution. 
The problem has the additional constraint hat p(x[yk) ~ 0 for all k. 
Gallager (1968) shows that the Lagrangian multipliers obey the relationship 
~fke -°a(~'~p for all x (6) 
k 
and that a necessary and sufficient condition for the minimum is that some 
w(x) >~ 0 satisfies 
Z q(Yk) f~ w(x) exp{--pd(x, y)} dx = k -~k 8(y -- y~) (7) 
and that (6) is satisfied with equality for all values of X for which w(x) > O. 
Then w(x) is the desired pdf and 
p(x lYe) = q(y~) yke • 
Most problems, particularly the ones involving continuous rv's, do not 
have a closed form solution, and convex programming must be used to 
obtain the result. Certain discrete problems have a closed form, unique 
solution as can be seen in Burger (1971). 
The MIP and Relative Frequencies 
Objections to the above theory will probably come from the school of 
relative frequentists. In this section we attempt o show some relationship 
between the MIP, and assignment, made by finding the relative frequencies 
of the outcomes. 
We assume that the underlying random variable X is a discrete one with 
range (I, 2, 3,..). We further assume that extensive xperimentation has 
yielded estimates of the relative frequencies of the outcomes. In view of the 
definition of relative frequencies, they can be viewed as averages of the 
following indicator functions. 
tl when xi ~ 1, 
fl(xi) = IO, otherwise 
• .. (8) 
tol when x~ = i 
fi(xi) -~ otherwise 
Thus the prior information available about X is the averages of the 
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functions (8). It is assumed that the measurements were made without 
error, and thus we are in the MEP version of the MIP. 
The MIP assignment is made by finding the stationary value of the entropy 
of X, subject o the constraints that the pmf sums out to one, and that the 
averages of the above indicator functions are known to be r i . 
The solution is 
p(x~) = r~, (9) 
i.e., the MIP solution gives the relative frequencies of the outcomes. This 
indicates that the MIP  reduces to the relative frequency assignments, when 
such prior information is available. The usefulness of the MIP is, of course, 
when such information is not available, a much more general case in 
applications. The above arguments can be generalized to the case of 
continuous random variables and histograms where relative frequencies 
of intervals are utilized. 
3. APPLICATION 
In this section we discuss some cases where the MIP can be applied. 
The first example is worked out in detail to illustrate the technique. The 
remaining examples are not, as they are intended to show the applicability 
of the theory. 
EXAMPLE 1. A manufacturer of memory devices announces a new 
device which is half as expensive as other comparable ones in the market. 
The only available data on the life of this new device is that its maximum 
life is 49 h and the average life is 12 h. The average life was computed using 
the sample mean, and the average absolute rror involved in this measurement 
was 0.80 h. 
A designer of computing equipment is faced with the decision on whether 
to use this device or not. The one he is presently using has a life range of 
[0, 1,..., 49], a mean life expectancy of 18 h, measured with an average 
absolute value error of 0.83, but it costs twice as much as the one recently 
announced. 
The designer must set up a decision problem in order to pick the device 
which results in minimum average loss. Every time that the device fails to 
reach 40 h of operation, he is faced with a loss equal to the cost of replacing 
the device. I f  the device reaches 40 h or more, he incurs no losses since 40 h 
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is the estimated life of his computing equipment (the numbers of hours 
have been picked small to simplify the calculations). 
The decision problem cannot be solved unless the life expectancies of
the two devices are modeled probabilistically. Let us denote by wl(x~) and 
w2(xi) the pmf models of the new and old devices, respectively. We shall use 
the MIP to find these two pmf's and then the decision will be made in the 
optimum informational theory sense (the MIP sense). 
Consider first the new device whose pmf wi(xi) is sought. The MEP is 
used on the observed random variable I7, the maximization carried out 
subject o the constraints 
49 
ql(Yk) = 1, 
0 
and (11) 
49 
~Ykql(Yk) = 12. 
0 
Noonan (1969) has shown that in the case when the mean is much less 
than the middle of the range, the MEP solution is 
ql(y ) = M + 1)/M) 
where (12) 
49 
e+.o = E ((M + 
0 
and where M = 12, i.e., the known mean. 
The desired pmf wl(xi ) was then found using the MIP as outlined in the 
previous ection. The problem was set up on the IBM 360. The resulting 
pmf is given in Table I. 
The procedure for finding w2(xi) is similar with the exception that q~(yk) 
had to be found numerically, since the approximation (12) is not valid for 
the mean of 18. The pmf of the old device w2(xi) is given in Table II. 
The only thing that remains to be found is the average losses for each 
device. 
The probability that the new device will fail before it reaches 40 h is 
given by 
39 
L 1 = ~ wt(xt) = 0.977. 
o 
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TABLE I 
The pmf oJl(xi) (Mean 12) 
Value Probability Value Probability Value Probability 
0 0.05736529 21 0.01450422 
1 0.09843910 22 0.01338852 
2 0.06636995 23 0.01235865 
3 0.06126435 24 0.01140794 
4 0.05655191 25 0.01053046 
5 0.05220157 26 0.00972040 
6 0.04818628 27 0.00897269 
7 0.04447927 28 0.00828247 
8 0.04105832 29 0.00764536 
9 0.03789993 30 0.00705726 
10 0.03498453 31 0.00651439 
11 0.03229345 32 0.00601329 
12 0.02980931 33 0.00555071 
13 0.02751635 34 0.00512375 
14 0.02539975 35 0.00472962 
15 0.02344590 36 0.00436579 
16 0.02164237 37 0.00402997 
17 0.01997761 38 0.00371997 
18 0.01844085 39 0.00343383 
19 0.01702232 40 0,00316969 
20 0.01571292 41 0.00292586 
42 0.00270080 
43 0.00249305 
44 0.00230128 
45 0.00212426 
46 0 00196085 
47 0.00181002 
48 0.00219625 
49 0.00090693 
Similarly, for the old device, 
39 
L 2 = ~ w2(xi) = 0.906. 
o 
I f  the cost of the old device is K (i.e., the cost for the new device is K/2),  
we have that 
Average losses for the new device is: 0.4885K. 
Average losses for the old device is: 0.906K. 
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TABLE II 
The pmf o~2(x~ ) (Mean 18) 
Value Probability Value Probability Value Probability 
0 0.02754016 21 0.02009881 
1 0.05205372 22 0.01945476 
2 0.03731626 23 0.01883139 
3 0.03612051 24 0.01822794 
4 0.03496320 25 0.01764396 
5 0.03384297 26 0.01707854 
6 0.03275844 27 0.01653132 
7 0.03170880 28 0.01600160 
8 0.03069277 29 0.01548889 
9 0.02970925 30 0.01499259 
10 0.02875738 31 0.01451219 
11 0.02783597 32 0.01404718 
12 0.02694397 33 0.01359710 
13 0.02608074 34 0.01916138 
14 0.02524493 35 0.01273967 
15 0.02443611 36 0.01233145 
16 0.02365904 37 0.01193634 
17 0.02289517 38 0.01155385 
18 0.02216157 39 0.01118367 
19 0.02145148 40 0.01082528 
20 0.02076406 41 0.01047846 
42 0.01014269 
43 0.00981770 
44 0.00950311 
45 0.00919862 
46 0.00890388 
47 0.00861856 
48 0.01108009 
49 0.00509896 
Quite obviously the decision is to adopt the new device as soon as possible. 
For if K is 10 a dollars, one has little choice but to buy the new device as fast 
as it can be made. 
The above decision is to be thought of as optimum on the basis of the 
partial information given a priori about the life of these devices. If second 
moment information is also available, the decision may turn out to be quite 
different. Naturally, the loss function pertinent o the problem has great 
effect on the decision, but no decision can be reached without first assigning 
the probability models wt(xi) and w2(xi). 
EXAMFL~ 2. Consider now a problem in physical science. It is assumed 
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that elaborate and expensive procedures have yielded measurements on the 
life of a short-lived radioactive material which can be useful in medicine 
if the probability of its life being less than ten seconds is 0.9. On the basis of 
the data, the mean and variance of the observed random variable Y has been 
estimated nonparametrically. A decision must now be made, based on this 
limited prior knowledge, as to whether further expensive xperimentation 
is justified. Again, the inference problem cannot be set up without a prior 
pdf of the underlying random variable X, the life expectancy of the material. 
Our first concern would be a pmf for I1, the observed iscrete random 
variable. I f  the instrument is such that it can only be read to the nearest 
second, then Y has the range 0, 1,... sec. It is further assumed that the 
instrument makes an average rror given by 
E{I X -- Y 7} ~< ~. 
The pmf for Y is assigned on the basis of the MEP solution which cannot 
be obtained in closed form. The constraints are known mean and variance. 
Once q(yi) is found, the MIP can be used to find w(x) where X is taken as a 
continuous random variable in (0, oo). 
EXAMPLE 3. We now discuss a final case of the use of MIP, a problem 
in communication engineering. It is desired that a system be designed which 
detects the presence ofa known signal in additive white noise. The signal 
is of the form V(t) ~- A cos(wt q- 0) where 0 is a random parameter. 
The optimum system is based on a generalized likelihood ratio (Van 
Trees, 1968) which cannot be evaluated without he prior pdf p(O) of the rv. 
The underlying 0 is a continuous random variable with a (0, 2~r) range. 
I f  observations can be made (and this is often the case) on a corrupted form 
of 0 the MIP can be used to arrive at the p(O) which is consistent with the 
prior information on the observed 0 and the functional relationship between 
0 and the observed 0. 
As can be seen from the above examples, the main difficulty in applying 
the MIP is the calculation of the desired pdf. A further difficulty is the 
translation of the behavior of the instrument to a constraint of the form (3). 
Clearly, in most cases, a discrete version of the random variable may be 
acceptable, and then if errors are neglected the MEP can be applied, which 
is much easier to use. 
4. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK 
I f  the above theory proves to be useful in practice, a rather interesting 
effect will have been produced. Information theory, which is based on 
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probabil ity theory, would actually contribute to the solution of a basic 
problem in preprobability, the problem of priors. 
There are still many problems that need additional work. The meaning 
of the error function between X and Y needs additional clarification. 
Convergence properties of the MIP  prior pdf must be established and the 
type of estimates of other functions of X, which can be found once w(x) is 
found, must be studied. 
All in all, however, the MIP  does seem to consolidate much of the work 
that has been previously done on priors into one theory applicable in a wide 
class of problems. 
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